radiotherapy treatment planning, which are prone to the pedagogical side as textbooks, this new book serves an unmet need as a pocketsized book with details and up-to-date information for user's quick resource for treatment planning knowledge. Therefore, the book is designed as a convenient instructional handbook. This book also serves as a companion to Videtic's book that focuses on the audiences of radiation oncologists. The current book is more toward the interests of medical dosimetrists and medical physicists, while also serving well as a treatment planning resource book that goes well with Videtic's book for radiation oncologists and other potential audiences who want to get familiar with radiation therapy practice.
| CONTENTS AND HIGHLIGHTS
The book has 14 chapters and about 300 pages. The first three chapters are general overviews about treatment planning: The principles of external beam treatment planning; inverse planning and advanced treatment planning tools; simulation and verification.
Chapters four to 14 cover detailed treatment planning strategies for each treatment site -central nervous system, head and neck planning, breast cancer, thoracic cancer, gastrointestinal radiotherapy, genitourinary cancer, gynecologic cancer, lymphoma, soft tissue sarcoma, pediatric cancer, and palliative treatment. In each site-specific chapter, it covers from simulation, the general principle for planning, case representation, to specific techniques. It also discusses detailed key points in the simulation, how the target and organ at risks are defined, the planning objectives, the planning technique, as well as The book is mostly on external beam radiation therapy planning.
However, it also covers a few topics about brachytherapy planning, such as low dose rate prostate seed implant and gynecologic high dose rate brachytherapy planning. In the early chapters, the authors prepared the readers with brief but deep enough review about inverse treatment planning, modern technology for intensity modulated radiation therapy and volumetric modulated arc therapy. This will benefit readers with less experience in this field.
The book is an excellent summary of the treatment planning experiences of the radiation oncology team at Cleveland Clinic with their specific treatment planning systems. The readers using different planning systems could easily adapt the experiences in the book into their own clinic practice.
In summary, "Strategies for Radiation Therapy Treatment Planning" is a handy and essential reference for modern treatment
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